
The World's Most Wanted Criminals 

When you type in a search for the world's most wanted, you get a list like these: 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/may/04/the-worlds-most-wanted-list 

 

http://abcnews.go.com/International/el-chapos-capture-meet-worlds-wanted-drug-

lords/story?id=22648404# 

 

http://www.fbi.gov/wanted 

 

http://www.businessinsider.com/fbi-top-10-most-wanted-2014-4 

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=the+world%27s+most+wanted+persons&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US

535&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=CudQU4jBNsOiyATBrYGIBw&ved=0CGwQsAQ&biw=1067

&bih=702 

 

http://www.interpol.int/notice/search/wanted 

 

http://www.therichest.com/rich-list/the-biggest/interpols-10-most-wanted-fugitives/ 

 

http://csiworld.org/index.php?q=interpol-global-fugitive-hunt-500-wanted-persons 

 

Not that these persons shouldn't be arrested for their crimes; but what these lists fail to show are who 

the REAL CRIMINALS are that need to be ARRESTED, deposed, stopped by any means necessary from 

remaining loose on earth and are of such an infamous and notorious nature that they represent a 

serious threat to mass millions; if not billions, of souls on earth!  (when so called legitimate government 

personnel ARM these "most wanted" criminals THEY are the real crime lords of the world!  when your 

government funds, arms, and trains terrorists, THEY are the real terrorists of the world!  when governing 



officials don't arrest mass murderers, rapists, etc. loose in law enforcement and military, when they 

don't arm innocent citizens and plainly tell them all you have the absolute right to defend the lives of 

you and your loved ones from violent attacks FROM ANYONE WHO ATTEMPTS TO DO SO with LETHAL 

FORCE; then the real "most wanted" of the world becomes such wicked oppressors, tyrants, such 

persons as who by intent and negligence fund, support, and encourage violent acts against innocent 

citizens).  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3debDqj8sM  and  www.beyondtreason.com  The crime 

lords and most wanted of the world therefore are the banksters and their pawn governments and 

mercenary armies.  If you really want to arrest the REAL MOST WANTED; then the oppressed citizens of 

the world need to unite and ARREST THEM!  and place only persons of the highest honor and integrity in 

positions of public trust and authority thereafter; ones that SHOW they are FOR and not against your 

rights, liberties and lives. 

 

When you read those "most wanted" lists they always stop short of the real criminal "kingpins"; in order 

to give the appearance to the public that governing authorities are legitimately involved in protecting 

public interests (sadly, today too few are or they would be arresting the criminals, the genocidal maniacs 

of the world, governments that are poisoning their own citizens to death, governments that are allowing 

citizens to be robbed of their life estates by the banksters, etc.)  The truth of the matter is that 

government, law enforcement, etc. is comprised of people that are every bit as susceptible to criminal 

activities as any person is.  Decent citizens who have proper values want to IMAGINE that governing 

authorities represent the best of humanity, the brightest, most worthy persons, and WANT to believe 

that those entrusted with use of lethal force (police and militant powers) are also such persons of honor 

and integrity.  When the real truth is people are fallible, they make mistakes, they are tempted by sins of 

all kinds, and is the reason that the only truly worthy Person in all of Creation to govern is the Lord God 

Almighty.  As such, until He returns, every person on earth should arm and armor themselves, and SEEK 

TO RAISE CHILDREN of each generation WITH THE HIGHEST VALUES OF HONOR AND INTEGRITY possible!   

I know of no other means to accomplish this; but by introducing every soul to our Holy and Righteous 

Creator personally.  That is the ultimate purpose of all my notes.   The SOLUTION for imperfect humanity 

is our PERFECT CREATOR.   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/solutions/516489485096682   The only reason we are as yet imperfect IS BECAUSE too many 

are choosing to be imperfect, choosing to sin, choosing to do wickedly instead of righteously.  As such 

the more power and influence an individual has the more prone they are to crimes on a massive scale; 

so when the world is filled with death and destruction; we must look at how the children grew up to be 

such monsters, and we must look at the so called leaders of the world and their personal agendas.   

 

The people of the world seem to have been intentionally raised to think that only a few hold the power; 

only a few can rule and for the most part seem to be content to allow the few to do so; despite 

starvation, homelessness, poisoning, enslavement, imprisonment, wars, atrocities, abuses, and more.  

When the people unite the few are insignificant.  So if you have mass murdering, raping, hordes loose in 

your nation, drug lords, murdering people at will, (the "most wanted" are NOT being arrested)  IT IS DUE 



TO INCOMPETENT LEADERSHIP AND APATHETIC POPULACE!   In other words, simple truth is; if the few 

really want to stop murderers and rapists loose in the world THERE IS MORE THAN ENOUGH MONEY, 

WEAPONS AND MERCENARIES AVAILABLE TO DO SO!  (so if it isn't happening you have either 

incompetent leadership or corrupt ones enabling the criminals to run loose)  For example, the Christians 

being slaughtered in the islamic regions of the world; simply need to be armed and it will stop.  For 

nations NOT to be arming citizens who are being tortured and murdered means they are enabling it to 

happen; which means the citizens have to look to WHO IS GIVING ARMS TO RAPING, MURDERING 

HORDES ON EARTH?  

https://www.google.com/search?q=obama+administration+arms+drug+cartels&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535

US535&oq=obama+administration+arms+drug+cartels&aqs=chrome..69i57.11488j0j8&sourceid=chrom

e&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

http://www.politifact.com/texas/statements/2012/jun/18/rick-perry/rick-perry-says-obama/ 

http://www.thenewamerican.com/world-news/north-america/item/17396-u-s-government-and-top-

mexican-drug-cartel-exposed-as-partners 

http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/atf-fast-furious-

sg,0,3828090.storygallery#axzz30dGHVkm3 

but not just arming murdering drug cartels, but terrorists doing horrific atrocities: 

http://news.firedoglake.com/2013/09/17/obama-bypasses-terrorism-rule-to-give-weapons-to-syrian-

rebels/ 

HE HAS BEEN ARMING PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN CUTTING OFF HEADS, EATING ORGANS, MURDERING 

UNARMED CHRISTIAN CITIZENS, RAPING women and children (and animals and just about anyone or 

anything in their path) - http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-

worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263 and    

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-dangers-of-remaining-ignorant-about-the-

times-we-are-living-in/557410497671247  and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/blasphemy-and-idolatry/568026456609651 and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/13/obama-syrian-rebels_n_3438625.html 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/cia-begins-weapons-delivery-to-syrian-

rebels/2013/09/11/9fcf2ed8-1b0c-11e3-a628-7e6dde8f889d_story.html 

https://www.google.com/search?q=al+qaeda+in+syria&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=alqued&aqs

=chrome.4.69i57j0l5.6762j0j8&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-

8#q=al+qaeda+in+syrian+murdering+christian+village 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-dangers-of-remaining-ignorant-about-the-times-we-are-living-in/557410497671247
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-dangers-of-remaining-ignorant-about-the-times-we-are-living-in/557410497671247
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/blasphemy-and-idolatry/568026456609651
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/blasphemy-and-idolatry/568026456609651
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689


https://www.google.com/search?q=obama+supplying+weapons+to+al+qaeda&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535

US535&oq=obama+supplying+&aqs=chrome.2.69i57j69i59j0l4.11657j0j8&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93

&ie=UTF-8 

https://www.google.com/search?q=syrian+rebel+kill+child+eat+heart&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&o

q=syrian+rebel+kill+child+eat+heart&aqs=chrome..69i57.9895j0j8&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UT

F-8 

 

Sending arms to mass murdering cannibals, who are razing churches, gang raping little children to death, 

murdering little kids and people in horrific ways, (slow beheadings, limb chopping, crucifixions, and 

worse look at the citations and comment sections:  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-

to/560337004045263 

 

HOW CAN ANYONE; ESPECIALLY CHRISTIANS NOT RESPOND TO ATROCITIES SUCH AS THESE?!  (I am ill, 

but if Americans will arm me; I will do my best to arrest the people responsible for these wicked crimes)!  

(Namely our unbelievably corrupt government for arming such wicked persons as are committing these 

atrocities)!   The crimes and war crimes of the people in recent history calling themselves presidents is 

EXTENSIVE!  (It's not just America, it's a problem all over the world) 

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bill+clinton+and+drug+smuggling&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&o

q=clinton+and+drug+&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0l5.7819j0j8&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=us+military+being+used+to+control+opium+trade+in+afghanistan&

rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=us+military+being+used+to+control+opium+trade+in+afghanistan&a

qs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

 

our government has been cashing in on "legal" and "illegal" drug trafficking (playing both sides; basically 

to put on a public show as if they are decent; when in fact they are basically in business with the people 

raping, robbing, murdering, and doping up innocent citizens worldwide.  (you really think, with today's 

modern weapons and technologies, they can't put a stop to those crimes if they wanted?)  We have the 

largest mercenary armies in the history of the world available for deployment (corporations profiting 

from death and destruction; not just banksters): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwaV2snnc5I 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263


 

http://www.businessinsider.com/bi-mercenary-armies-2012-2?op=1#!HyzFj 

 

http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/PrivateMilitaryContractors 

it's not just our government; it's wicked leaders all over the world, parading around in suits, murdering 

their own citizens, oppressing their own citizens, while they luxuriate themselves in blood soaked bills. 

 

http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2013/07/14/most-corrupt-countries/2512785/ 

 

So it's time for citizens all over the world to face the facts;  when criminals are loose in your nation; 

raping, robbing, pillaging, plundering, (especially if those criminals are the police or governing officials 

and agencies) then the only way to stop it is by brave citizens doing what must be done.  We do not 

have a means of "arresting" them without the use of force.  If you are tired of going hungry, tired of 

being victimized, wondering if you are next to be murdered by corrupt officials, THEN YOU HAVE TO 

UNITE WITH OTHER BRAVE CITIZENS AND DEPOSE THE SCUM WHO ARE DOING THOSE HORRIBLE 

THINGS!    

https://www.facebook.com/davidicke/photos/a.164527493841.118396.147823328841/1015204550224

3842/?type=1&theater 

The criminals in the united states government have bought up weapons and ammunition in record 

quantities: 

 

http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Government/2013/02/17/Feds-Buy-2-Billion-Rounds-Of-Ammunition 

 

http://www.washingtonsblog.com/2012/08/major-general-why-have-government-agencies-recently-

purchased-enough-specialized-for-killing-ammunition-to-put-5-rounds-in-every-american.html 

 

Instead of being afraid and sitting in your homes waiting for the worst to happen and hoping it never 

does; the crimes of the current administration are so numerous and so great as to warrant no less than 

immediate action to depose all involved.  I suggest citizens arm and armor themselves at once and do 

just that.  And don't stop there but deal with all the traitors to the Constitution, try them all publicly for 

treason.  If you are looking for someone who cannot be bribed, coerced or in any way controlled by the 



satanic NWO; but will do his utmost to arrest and try them all; look no further.  Authorize me, and I will 

summon all like minded patriots to form special tasks forces that address the false flag mass murder of 

911 and all the false flag events that have followed; we will arrest those poisoning our food, air, water, 

hygiene products and medications, we will go through the nation and arrest all those in the terrorists 

training camps: 

https://www.google.com/search?q=obama+smuggles+in+muslim+terrorists&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US

535&oq=obama+smuggles+in+&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j69i59l2.7545j0j8&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=0&ie=

UTF-8 

 

we will depose the enemies of America and American citizens!  We will cease to be dependent on 

islamic nations for oil!  (muslims will be invited to leave this nation or be arrested for attempted 

subversion of our laws and people):  http://www.frontpagemag.com/2012/mark-tapson/subverting-

america%E2%80%99s-legal-system/  It's time people stopped swallowing the propaganda about 

"extremists" and "moderates".  The koran calls for deceitful infiltration and then violent dominance of 

the whole world.  Anyone calling themselves a muslim holds a book that can convict them of subversion 

in any sane court of law anywhere they have not already succeeded in butchering all opposition.  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-

genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263  the atrocities cited in their own evil book are 

enough to convict anyone calling themselves a muslim of serious intent to commit some of the most 

heinous crimes the world has ever known. 

 

The freedom(s) of our Constitutional Laws DOES NOT enable religions that call for murdering innocent 

citizens or committing other despicable violent offenses (like raping little kids; even gang raping them to 

death)!  If your "religion" or literature tells you to commit atrocities and you identify with such; then it is 

the duty of all other sane citizens on earth to take their threats to commit atrocities seriously and arrest 

them all accordingly. 

 

If your government or nation is calling this: http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-

evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263  "holy"; 

then there is no doubt they are satanic anti-christs. 

 

Citizens on earth; like it or not; when people in governing powers become so corrupt and wicked they 

actually arm violent offenders on earth; then it falls to us to arrest them all.  THEY ARE THE MOST 

WANTED!  (any government not arming innocent citizens that are being murdered and raped to death is 

participating in those atrocities, allowing them to happen; ESPECIALLY if they are arming the madness 

doing such things) 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263


https://www.facebook.com/davidicke/photos/a.164527493841.118396.147823328841/1015204550224

3842/?type=1&theater 

There is no doubt that the superpowers of the world have the most serious potential to be the very 

worst criminals in the history of the world.  We cannot have satanists in control of weapons of mass 

destruction.  We cannot have persons who have openly stated they want to depopulate the world by 

billions in charge of media, medicine, education, militaries; as it is at present!  We MUST have sane 

citizens who value each and every life even more than their own!  And who utilize weapons ONLY to 

stop rapists, robbers, murderers on the loose no matter how small or how large the group of people 

that has become that wicked. 

Due to islamic infiltration into western civilizations the whole world (especially the decent peaceful 

citizens of the world) are in grave peril!  I have issued a global call to arms for all sane citizens and 

especially all true Christians immediately.  The state of circumstances presently on earth demands it!  

Patriotic Americans MUST depose the islamic and satanic infiltrators operating in the highest offices of 

our land IMMEDIATELY! 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-

nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689 and  (THE WARNING; IF IT FAILS TO SHOW IS COVERED 

REDUNDANTLY)  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-

america/632305113515118  and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-and-restore-

freedom/550796821665948 

This how you find the world's most wanted: 

 

who is lying to the children (controls public brainwashing/indoctrination in public education institutions) 

such that they grow up into corrupt persons in all walks of life; including law enforcement and politics? 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886 

who is funding death and destruction, wars, genocides, human trafficking, prostitution, slavery, 

oppression on earth? 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-

represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883 

who is manufacturing and distributing legal and illegal drugs (toxic poisons for human consumption)?  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/our-creator-told-us-in-the-holy-bible-all-nations-

would-be-deceived-by-pharmaceu/511466405598990 

who is behind mass mind control, brainwashing methods in public education and media (who founded, 

owns and funds and controls these two massive entities)? 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-and-restore-freedom/550796821665948
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-and-restore-freedom/550796821665948


https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/propaganda/528691883876442 

who is socially engineering mindsets of slave mentalities (why are 99% of the world impoverished and 

oppressed by the controlling 1%; why does the 1% think that is acceptable, when you listen to what such 

persons think in their own words and by reading their own literature, you will discover the tangible 

arrogance they hold in their disdain of the masses)? 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101 

who is oppressing the masses with slave wages, so they cannot pay their bills, encouraging acts of 

desperation, criminal activities, and thereby filling prisons with modern slaves (who are the actual 

persons that control issuance of national currencies, prices of commodities and services and overall 

wages for the enslaved masses of the world)? 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-

corruption/517410181671279 

who are behind policies of global depopulation, environmental degradation, genetic modifications that 

make even the basic necessities for life toxic and harmful (who are the people killing off life on the 

planet; intentionally attacking your lives, while most still remain oblivious to that fact and others who 

know these things are harmful, choose to wistfully think that all those things killing you all off are just 

unintentional ignorant acts due to greed or other not so malicious reasons as the reality of 

premeditated genocides that they are)?   FACE THE FACTS PEOPLE THE TOXINS AND TECHNOLOGIES 

THAT ARE BEING USED ON THE MASSES WERE CAREFULLY STUDIED AND DEVELOPED, chemtrails, 

intensified RF energy attacks, poisons in the air, food, water, medication, hygiene products, etc. ARE 

NOT THERE BY ACCIDENT, NEGLIGENCE, or IGNORANCE but all these things exist because the very 

arrogant so called "ruling class" of the world look at the masses as breeding beyond their control and 

need to all die off for the most part.  YOUR LIVES ARE UNDER ATTACK AND WILL REMAIN UNDER 

ATTACK UNTIL YOU ALL GET ANGRY ENOUGH TO ARREST AND DEPOSE THE WICKED PEOPLE WHO ARE 

MURDERING YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN IN ALL THESE WAYS!  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101 

 

Many years of research is in these notes and I would not have written them if I didn't absolutely believe 

they are worth reading worldwide.  This one note has links that answer all these questions and more: 

 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/police-state-prison-big-business-modern-

slavery-by-design/619672408111722  -  This note shows how  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/police-state-prison-big-business-modern-slavery-by-design/619672408111722
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/police-state-prison-big-business-modern-slavery-by-design/619672408111722
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118


america/632305113515118  through sinister control of public education, media, banks, governments, 

corporations is accomplished.   

 

When the most corrupt remain in power, it is because of two reasons: 

 

1)  the money, funding, (those that own and control the mints; issuance of currencies) are enabling 

(financing) such persons to be in power 

 

2) the masses are failing to depose the real criminals that are deceiving them, oppressing them, 

enslaving them, and attacking their lives!  (typically because the masses have been successfully 

demoralized to the point that they are either so brainwashed they reject truth and facts outright, or 

so sick through the toxins in their food, air, water, medicine, hygiene and cosmetics, (chemical toxic 

overload in their environment causing widespread chronic conditions, increasing death rates 

dramatically) or so poor they have no weapons, or ability to mobilize (have been enslaved through 

progressive demoralization; as is happening in America and has already happened in far too many 

nations on earth today) 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/conspiracy-theories-or-plain-

truth/662377083841254 

So the hard truths the world must face is that when the wicked rule, the only way they can remain in 

power is if the masses let them.  That means there are too many apathetic and/or ignorant citizens on 

earth; because the worst crimes in the history of the world are being openly committed now in many 

nations.  Decent people don't want to go to war; but when crimes of this magnitude are occurring on 

earth it is an open call to arms to everyone who is able.   http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-

to/560337004045263  (when current officials in the world are embracing this world view this is what 

they are telling the world they support)!  ARREST THEM ALL AT ONCE IF YOU VALUE YOUR OWN LIVES 

AND THAT OF YOUR CHILDREN!   otherwise continue to believe that the 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213  

underway against you and your children through intentional https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101  policies of death and destruction are 

just a conspiracy theory.  Sadly, soon enough when you're all sick and dying or enslaved and oppressed, 

you'll realize such persons like myself did our very best to warn you all and to encourage you all of the 

very real need to unite worldwide and depose those oppressing and murdering you at once!   

 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101


(Not necessarily in order of magnitude but of sufficient severity to warrant global arrests of ALL such 

persons participating in these atrocities): 

 

1)  Regardless of the goals or excuses (weather control or weather warfare) highly toxic chemicals are 

being sprayed into the air over the general population increasing death, diseases, human suffering upon 

BILLIONS of souls.  Anyone and everyone funding these programs and participating in these programs 

SHOULD FIND THEMSELVES PROPERLY AND IMMEDIATELY UNDER ARREST by all citizens worldwide who 

don't relish the idea of slow and excruciating painful deaths these processes are causing!  (CHEMTRAILS 

HAVE THE DESIRED RESULT OF GLOBAL DEPOPULATION AND THE INSANE PERSONS SPRAYING THE 

MASSES REGARDLESS OF THEIR MENTAL ACCROBATICS IN ATTEMPTING TO RATIONALIZE THIS PURE 

INSANITY OF UNPRECEDENTED GENOCIDAL PROPORTIONS ARE IN FACT COMMITTING SERIOUS CRIMES 

AGAINST HUMANITY (AND ALL LIFE ON THE PLANET)! 

 

2)  Toxic environmental overload -  this goes beyond pollution of all kinds to INTENTIONAL POISONING 

of consumer products, food, air, water, cosmetics, hygiene, medicine and the world in general.  Citizens 

who are able STOP BUYING TOXIC CHEMICALS OF ANY KIND IMMEDIATELY,  use steam to clean your 

homes, your laundry, and encourage the use of organic, NON- TOXIC food, cosmetics, hygiene and 

wellness herbs, teas, tinctures, salves, ointments, etc. for medicinal purposes.  Our food, air, water and 

the world in general is becoming rapidly so toxic as to contribute to the cause of extinction events 

(including our own).  BUT THIS EFFORT IS TO POINT OUT THOSE WHO ARE DOING SO INTENTIONALLY 

AND ON A MASSIVE SCALE TO CONTRIBUTE TO SUCH GLOBAL GENOCIDES!  

http://www.globalresearch.ca/fluoride-killing-us-softly/5360397  There is no doubt fluoride is HIGHLY 

TOXIC;  so much so, one has to conclude it is a form of intentional genocide to be marketed to the 

public; especially, in a way as to claim it is beneficial to us.  This means those who manufacture it, 

distribute it, market it, were all deceived with malicious intent from when it was first introduced for 

public use.  Just who these evil (and/or ignorant) persons are and why they are poisoning our water and 

hygiene products is a matter of historic fact.  http://www.fluoride-history.de/  and  

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/07/24/idUS127920+24-Jul-2012+PRN20120724  and  

http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/features/fluoride-childrens-health-grandjean-choi/  and  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/11757791/Fluorine-Intoxication-Kaj-Roholm-1937-Copenhagen   Despite 

the fact that fluoride is highly toxic 

(https://www.google.com/search?q=fluoride+is+toxic+waste+literally&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&o

q=fluoride+is+toxic&aqs=chrome.2.69i57j0l5.9946j0j8&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8), it has 

nevertheless been promoted largely by the field of dentistry.  

https://www.nidcr.nih.gov/OralHealth/Topics/Fluoride/TheStoryofFluoridation.htm  (of course in 

connection with government/corporate ties).   For decades there has been procedures for sealing adult 

teeth; that would completely negate any water fluoridation as a so called precaution against tooth 

decay.  (Fluoride is toxic, drinking poison is NOT beneficial to our health; especially when teeth can be 

sealed with periodic treatments (a decade apart); for life to prevent tooth decay).  



http://www.nidcr.nih.gov/OralHealth/Topics/ToothDecay/SealOutToothDecay.htm  sealants make 

sense, fluoridating drinking water DOES NOT!  if the powers that be really cared about you and your 

children they would pay to have your teeth regularly sealed at the recommended intervals lifelong 

INSTEAD OF POISONING WATER SUPPLIES!  ALL OF THE IDIOTS CHAMPIONING THIS PRACTICE AS A 

GREAT ACHIEVEMENT SHOULD DRINK UP AND CONSUME ALL THE FLUORIDE PRODUCTS THEY WANT 

(while the rest of the scientific community studies the health complications and maladies those fools will 

have as a result!)  http://www.infiniteunknown.net/2010/10/31/fluoride-a-chronological-history/   For 

those who are truly ignorant in promoting the use of fluoride in drinking water and hygiene products, 

there is no doubt that fluoridating water is a blunder comparable to the medical practice of bloodletting.   

(thinking something is beneficial; when it is in fact overall harmful to the persons/patients/victims of 

these practices)  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloodletting  (just because dentists or doctors jump on 

board with a popular idea doesn't make it smart or right to do likewise).  At the highest levels, fluoride 

has been promoted not out of ignorance; but for very sinister reasons and why it is another serious 

crime against humanity.  http://drrimatruthreports.com/fluoride-facts-and-myths/  and  

http://canadianawareness.org/2012/03/water-fluoridation-directly-linked-to-eugenics/   and  http://all-

natural.com/fleffect.html  and  http://educate-yourself.org/cn/99-00/bsfactsonfluoride30sep0.shtml 

Make no mistake there is more than enough evidence to convict the people participating in these 

atrocities for their crimes against humanity.  Those who are funding AND implementing policies of death 

(genocides) are ALL guilty of horrific crimes against humanity and too many trusting souls are allowing 

these devils to get away with mass murder by choosing to thinking they are doing these things against 

them only in ignorance or greed; when the truth is these wicked persons are arrogant, evil mass 

murderers.  YOU ALL ARE IN GROWING DANGER EVERY DAY YOU FAIL TO UNITE AND DEPOSE THESE 

EVIL PERSONS BY FORCE!  Each and every nation take back the right to mint your own currency DO NOT 

submit to the satanic NWO or instead of just imagined chains and slavery you may actually wear them 

and be branded as such.  (these people actually have literature that they believe and even worship that 

calls the masses slanderous terms making them think you are all just like cattle, something to be owned, 

abused, enslaved, and even murdered at will -  (EVERY DAY THE PEOPLE FAIL TO UNITE AND STAND UP 

AGAINST THEM ONLY JUSTIFIES (in their demented; yet arrogant minds) THEIR SICK IDEOLOGIES 

AGAINST YOU)!   

 

Crimes and atrocities of this nature cannot continue without the negligence or intent of those that 

govern these regions: https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-

worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263  and  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213  and   

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/false-flags-lies-

deceptions-terrorist-attacks-to-engender-desired-public-respons/616178701794426  and  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/bad-cops/616245898454373   As such if armed 

gangs of rapists, robbers, murderers, genocides are taking place in your nation; if your citizens are being 

sprayed with chemtrails, if your citizens are being poisoned to death in food, air, water supplies etc. 



then the REAL CRIMINALS ARE YOUR GOVERNING OFFICIALS, THE BANKSTERS FUNDING THEM, AND THE 

CORPORATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE FOR MANUFACTURING AND DISTRIBUTING THE 

TOXINS!  If gangs of criminal cartel drug lords are in operation anywhere IT IS MOST DEFINITELY 

BECAUSE CORRUPT GOVERNING AUTHORITIES IN THEIR REGION ARE ALLOWING THEM TO DO SO!  Or 

that entire generations have successfully become doped up, docile slaves of the NWO and instead of 

fighting being poisoned to death in a constant drug stupor; designed to curb critical thinking about 

reality and make the masses ineffective against the few; instead the addicts actually fight to legalize 

their own drug of choice so that other innocent children can become just another doped up slave like 

themselves.  But to date, cartels, drug lords, kingpins that finally get busted all have common 

testimonies of how surprised they were that they actually encountered agents, judges etc. that wouldn't 

take a bribe.  The HUGE dealers are GOVERNMENTS, corrupt governing officials, corrupt agents; etc.  

The ones that make the official "most wanted" lists are the cartels not paying the corrupt officials off or 

that go renegade when the cuts (price to operate) are too high.  There are virtually endless examples of 

such corruption all over the world.  Just type in the name of any presidents in recent history on any 

major search engine (and mention just about any nefarious crimes you can think of including drug 

smuggling/trafficking and you will find their administration directly tied to supplying arms to drug cartels 

and receiving drug shipments into the USA or their respective nations or regions of control.  

(Investigations need to be done on governing officials who get their cash not just from corporate 

contributions, insider trading, but through the illegal drug trafficking so many of them have in their 

backgrounds).  Huge busts occur by decent authorities only to have higher authorities commandeer the 

shipments for themselves and their own profiting at the expense of their drug addicted slaves (all by 

design).  Authorities that are discouraged from investigating criminal allegations to the highest levels 

(should SUSPECT the highest levels) and follow through regardless!  If job or life is threatened for doing 

so EXPOSE WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR SAID THREAT PUBLICLY.  (We all know those who control the 

mints/currency/credits are the ego maniacs seeking to control the whole world; so most genocides, 

wars, drugging/poisoning of societies, are all traced to these same arrogant, selfish, greedy individuals).  

The more citizens EXPOSE THESE WICKED PERSONS PUBLICLY, the better chance we have at deposing 

them and their evil agendas!  (1984 and Brave New World are what NOT to do; but the so called ruling 

elite are using such books as manuals for enslaving and oppressing the masses!) 

Essentially; sadly, the world is run by too many organized criminals that parade around in suits, and use 

their mercenary armies in uniforms to present to the public as if they're even remotely decent human 

beings.  Observably, too few actually are.  If I were in other nations the MOST WANTED LIST might look a 

little different from this but this is a good place to start.  Government sanctioned depopulation methods 

are a problem worldwide and are in place under everyone's noses:  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101   honest investigators are curtailed by higher ups from looking into such 

crimes.  Citizens need to tell one another and all authorities that if they have evidence of CRIMES 

AGAINST HUMANITY by governing authorities (like my notes plainly show the world); then they are 

ENCOURAGED IN THE STRONGEST TERMS TO ARREST THEIR CORRUPT SUPERIORS ALL THE WAY UP THE 

CHAIN OF COMMAND!  Once the corrupt superiors are under arrest to present said evidence at special 

trials for these high crimes against humanity THAT ARE CURRENTLY UNDERWAY ALL AROUND THE 



WORLD!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-

humanity/571080836304213   and  as the aforementioned notes all clearly document. 

The corporate plutarchy/oligarchy/aristocracy/technocracy (these terms all overlap in describing the 

REAL CRIMINALS on earth; as well as satanists, illuminati  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wa6a7khh_Aw, NWO and the like; because they all refer to people 

who are so arrogant, so greedy, so selfish, so vain; so full of every kind of vice, that they are responsible 

not just for an individual death, but the suffering and deaths of mass millions all over the world); all get 

away with these crimes for so many reasons; the chief of which is their political buddies only take 

actions that APPEAR to be against them WHEN they are caught and the public demands it.  

Environmental fines should go to hire people to clean up all the "superfund" sites; but instead they are 

pocketed, embezzled, disappear.  After the media attention is gone the criminals in politics and their 

corporate buddies all laugh at the shows they put on for us in the "news".  

https://www.google.com/search?q=fines+against+corporations+end+up+in+the+pockets+of+politicians

&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=fines+against+corporations+end+up+in+the+pockets+of+politicians

&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i59&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  and  

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=government%20fines%20follow%20the%20money  I've looked into this somewhat, whether the 

"government" fines a corporation for environmental reasons, or pharmaceutical companies for putting 

toxins on the market and killing people, or banksters,  I asked myself WHERE IS ALL THAT MONEY 

GOING?  and across the board NONE OF THE VICTIMS GET PAID!   

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/not-one-thin-dime/553459898066307   so then I 

asked myself why not?  and it turns out that most of the so called "elites" ALL KNOW EACH OTHER!  they 

went to school together, they play golf together, they eat and drink together, some even marry each 

other, etc.  THIS IS THE WAY IT IS FOR THE MOST PART ALL OVER THE WORLD!  If a poor person 

miraculously comes into money, the existing corruption feels 'em out and tries to recruit them into their 

evil group ideologies.  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/propaganda/528691883876442  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-

all/554580804620883   Which is the fact campaigns and newscasts done by these people are ALL JUST A 

SHOW (a form of public entertainment based on polls, mass psychology, etc. WHERE THEY TELL THE 

PUBLIC ANYTHING IN THE MOMENT THAT HAS BEEN DETERMINED AS POPULAR (due to the forced 

indoctrination and propaganda already in place that THEY DESIGNED).  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/police-state-prison-big-business-modern-slavery-

by-design/619672408111722   While behind doors all these people get together in meetings; so called 

fines if they ever change hands just go from one greedy person to another greedy person, while the 

environment stays polluted, toxins stay on the market, people stay sick and dying without any remedy 

or compensation that we the public were led to believe would be forthcoming by all the lying newscasts.  

Basically the plutarchy siphons all the money from the masses, and all wealth, real property, natural 



resources etc. and imposed fines just stay amongst them; without one penny going to the victims; while 

they then tell us all taxes must be increased for one reason or another when taxes have never been 

necessary and never will be to run a nation, they are strictly a means of subjugation of the masses by 

the ruling elite.  Anyway, following the money shows us all who the real criminals are and who are the 

one responsible for global suffering of the vast majority living on the planet.  When you find those who 

claim ownership of the world (has the most money - trillions and trillions of dollars; they own and 

control the mints; make money out of thin air that everyone else on earth works for); there you will find 

the "most wanted" criminals against the people of the world.  These are the persons I want to ARREST 

for their many crimes against humanity!  (and then and only then the charades they play out in the news 

to appear legitimate to a moral populace might finally come to an end) 

 

I often hear one presentation or another try a define the "illuminati", CFR, Council of 13, Council of 33, 

Masonic Orders, Skull and Bones, Tri-lateral Commission, World Bank, Tri-City State Alliance, UN security 

council, CFR, Bildeburgs, zionism, fascism, communism, etc. etc. as if each person considers their 

perspective uniquely correct.  What I want all people who exclusively point to one organization or 

another to realize is that EACH AND EVERY SOUL ON EARTH is either a House of GOD, Light and Life or a 

cage of devils, darkness and death.  IT IS NOT ORGANIZATIONS IN AND OF THEMSELVES THAT ARE EVIL; 

it is all based on whether the persons in them are or not!  However, organizations that were founded 

and are dedicated ASPECTS OF satanism; no matter what titles they take for themselves or others call 

them (which are virtually endless) are in fact where you will find the MOST WANTED criminals on the 

planet.  SECRET organizations (deeds done in darkness - http://biblehub.com/john/3-20.htm  and  

http://biblehub.com/john/3-19.htm)  What I am saying is all such presentations are partially correct and 

partially incorrect; mostly because each of them focus on but ONE ASPECT or a few aspects of the 

whole.  I am trying to get people everywhere to learn how to identify the whole!  And in the process, 

follow the polluted waters TO THE SOURCE!  (that is when you understand the hierarchy or satanism, 

and HOW you will find the location of THE WORLD's MOST WANTED CRIMINALS on earth)!   

1)  "Follow the money!"  Our Creator tells us GREED is the root of every kind of evil - 

http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/6-10.htm;  as such satanists are attracted to it like flies to manure!  

THOSE THAT OWN THE MINTS!  EXAMINE THE ENTITIES THAT CONTROL THE PRINTING OF NATIONAL 

CURRENCIES THOROUGHLY!  FIND OUT WHO IS AT THE VERY TOP OF THE WORLD BANK!  There you will 

find the FUNDING of every kind of evil on the planet!  ARREST THOSE PERSONS AT ONCE before they 

cause the suffering and deaths of millions to billions more than they already have!  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-

corruption/517410181671279  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-

by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101  understand I am not talking about small potatoes of those 

slave minions like http://www.nationofchange.org/billionaire-bankster-penny-pritzker-breaks-obama-s-

cabinet-1367591751  who sell their souls for paltry sums  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/foolish-esau/594022464010050  I am talking about those who control central banks, who 

control the issuance of national currencies!  To whom all the rest of the world bows; especially greedy, 

corrupt persons of any and all kinds.  Those are the persons primarily responsible for the death and 



destruction we behold worldwide and their arrests for their crimes against humanity are long overdue.  

FOLLOW THE MONEY!  leads right to the worst criminals on earth. 

2)  FOLLOW THE LIES!  -  whoever is in charge of public indoctrination and 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886  also through the 

media  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/propaganda/528691883876442   ARREST 

THEM AT ONCE!  THEY HAVE CAUSED SEVERE TRAUMA AND EVEN BRAIN DAMAGE, SUICIDES, ETC. 

3)  FOLLOW THE DRUGS!  -  intentionally poisoning the public people want to blame drug cartels; heck 

the public didn't even know about the illegal street drugs until government black ops experimentation 

into mass mind control created them!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/our-

creator-told-us-in-the-holy-bible-all-nations-would-be-deceived-by-pharmaceu/511466405598990 

4) ANYWHERE YOU FIND CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR, GENOCIDES, ETC. POISON IN OUR FOOD, WATER, ETC. 

FOLLOW IT TO THE SOURCE!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-

humanity/571080836304213 

What happens when you thoroughly follow any of these topics through to their ultimate source, you 

find very wicked, selfish, greedy, arrogant persons, who factually worship the devil (satanists).  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-the-one-true-god-

of-all-creation-part-2/633572213388408  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-

all/554580804620883  IF YOU REALLY WANT TO SEE EVIL END IN YOUR REGION YOU HAVE TO FIGHT 

THESE TYPES OF DEMONIC ATTACKS BOTH SPIRITUALLY AND PHYSICALLY!  Spiritually EVERYONE must 

TEACH CHILDREN EVERYWHERE TRUTH INSTEAD OF LIES!    (Help people not to present themselves as 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551  by 

teaching the Truth! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-

creator/568134419932188  and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-

christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230  and  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-of-

lies/622590531153243)   Physically, YOU HAVE TO PHYSICALLY ARREST AND CONFINE (try them for their 

many crimes against humanity) THESE WICKED PERSONS!  seize their assets and prevent satanists from 

ever infiltrating and taking control of national currencies, media, education, or any other institution of 

mass influence and control EVER AGAIN!  (Only persons of the highest honor and integrity, full of the 

Holy Ghost, a Love for GOD and Creation are destined to properly hold such responsibilities)!  

UNDERSTAND satanists target FINANCE because finance controls everything else!  IF they can't infiltrate 

directly, they infiltrate in pop culture (media, movies, music, etc.).  Then the children are spiritually 

captured and grow into corrupt adults that enable them to then take over education, government, 

finance, manufacturing , etc. etc. etc.  SO MEN AND WOMEN OF GOD ALL OVER THE WORLD 

UNDERSTAND THAT IF YOU DO NOT OCCUPY THESE MOST IMPORTANT OFFICES AND MAKE SURE 

CHILDREN OF EACH AND EVERY GENERATION ARE RAISED IN RIGHTEOUSNESS, soon devils will be 

plotting your deaths; as they are presently BECAUSE YOU ABJUGATED YOUR DUTIES to them!  NOW WE 

ARE LOOKING AT ONCE AGAIN HAVING TO DEAL WITH THESE DELUSIONAL ANTI-CHRIST VIOLENTLY all 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230


because nations let them take over minting currency!  As soon as Wilson signed the Federal Reserve Act; 

AMERICANS SHOULD HAVE ARRESTED HIM FOR TREASON!  and the scheming banksters/satanists with 

him!  (and all corrupt politicians that brought it about)!  but since that wasn't done in their generation IT 

FALLS TO EACH GENERATION TO DO SO UNLESS THEY WANT TO BE COMPLETELY ENSLAVED AND THEIR 

LIVES END IN SUFFERING AND MISERY ON EARTH!  Every nation MUST RAISE THE CHILDREN to be 

GODLY and RIGHTEOUS or they will grow up to be ungodly and wicked!  (and all will suffer because of it).  

LIKE IT OR NOT, right now billions of innocent citizens all over the world are under attack and your only 

hope of victory is to SHARE THIS KNOWLEDGE with as many as possible!  LET THE POOR MASSES KNOW 

THEY ARE SUFFERING primarily because THEY DON'T KNOW our CREATOR personally, who will teach 

them and guide them and make them Wise and Knowledgeable!  Who will EMPOWER them to be Bold 

and Courageous!  Who will enable them to remove wickedness out of their own lives so they can arrest 

those who refuse to remove wickedness from themselves by choice!  

1) IF YOU WANT TO BE FREE AND BETTER LIVES FOR YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN ALL PERSONS 

EVERYWHERE MUST REPENT AND CALL UPON THE ONE TRUE GOD!  OUR LORD AND SAVIOR, THE TRUE 

MESSIAH WHO SUFFERED AND DIED IN OUR PLACE FOR OUR CRIMES AGAINST THE ALMIGHTY; BUT 

WHO AROSE FROM THE DEAD AND IS ALIVE NOW AND FOREVER TO PERSONALLY ANSWER ALL WHO 

CALL UPON HIM!!!!!!!!  (That you may KNOW the ONE TRUE GOD)!   

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-eternal-creator-can-be-

known/495815193830778 

2) THEN AND ONLY THEN will you have the Power to face wicked persons Spiritually and physically 

arrest such individuals all over the world! 

3) Then guard forever those institutions so corrupted by them presently all over the world; government 

(police and militant powers); finance (unbelievable GREED of the few enslaving the many and even to 

the point of mass starvation and death); indoctrination (total lies being taught to innocent children and 

intentional corruption perverting them and getting them addicted to evil things that destroy their lives); 

media (again intentional lies and deceptions designed to enslave and destroy souls when it is misused by 

the enemy, wicked arrogant persons who look down upon the masses)  WHEN ALL THESE TOOLS 

CORRECTLY USED CAN BRING MASS ENLIGHTENMENT, PROSPERITY and HEALTH! 

So when I say "satanists" or "illuminati" I AM NOT singling out buildings or organizations!  I AM TALKING 

ABOUT EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD ON THE PLANET THAT DOES NOT PERSONALLY KNOW OUR 

CREATOR!  And when you follow those groups of such persons on the lowest levels who are for the most 

part just lacking knowledge (in darkness and they don't even realize it; otherwise known as ignorance) 

to the next level, you start to find little fantasy groups, or people that might dabble a bit in the occult, 

and then they meet others who take it more seriously and so on so forth; that is what I mean by follow 

the polluted waters to their source.  The Sea of HUMANITY, either has pure waters of TRUTH and LIFE or 

polluted waters of lies, deceptions, destruction and death and it is the thoughts, words and deeds of 

each and every soul that reveals which they are.   So huge masses throng a concert where they "party" 

with drugs, sex, etc.  but at the highest levels when you get past the whole stage set, the musicians, you 

find spells, curses, black magic, lower levels of satanism, when you follow the producers, you find a 



narrower and narrower stream of more toxic and polluted waters (more concentrated evil) until you get 

NO MATTER WHICH OF THESE MANY POLLUTED WATERS YOU FOLLOW, THEY ALL GO BACK TO THE 

SAME satanic families that have been in evil power and influence on earth for generations.   The 

government, police powers trail leads to the same persons, the media trail leads to the same persons, 

the public indoctrination trail, the (legal and illegal) drug trail (ULTIMATELY, different groups in the 

lower echelons but as you climb higher and higher it always ends with the same wicked persons - THOSE 

WHO OWN AND CONTROL THE MINTS AND THEREBY THINK THEY OWN THE WHOLE WORLD)  AND IT IS 

THOSE PERSONS THE WORLD MUST ARREST AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!!!!!!!!  And then clean out the filth 

from every institution they had gotten control of!  (ARREST THE HEADS, take control of the mints, in 

order to fund assembling like minded persons and arming them with the best, in order to go through 

your whole nation and arrest the underlings that were operating per the instructions of the leaders of 

the satanic NWO)  GO STRAIGHT FOR THE MINTS, AND THE WEAPONS!  do not get distracted!  Once 

those are under righteous rule; the rest of the criminals can be easily arrested and tried for their many 

crimes! 

 

bio-chemical weapons of mass destruction are being unleashed against the general population openly 

now; everything from AIDS to anti-biotic resistant strains of all manner of infectious diseases.  (ignorant 

persons want to presume "evolution" when in fact they are dealing with genetically engineered diseases 

to reduce the global population intentionally) 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/exclusive-controversial-us-scientist-creates-deadly-new-

flu-strain-for-pandemic-research-9577088.html 

https://www.google.com/search?q=genetically+engineered+biological+weapons&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS53

5US535&oq=genetically+engineered+biological+weapons&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_s

m=93&ie=UTF-8 

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=toxic%20chemtrails%20and%20new%20diseases%20emerging 

and of course the banksters (Rockefellers/Rothschilds/and the entire satanic NWO) fund all of it. 

 

 (I am firmly convinced not only by Divine Revelations and personal experiences but now years of 

diligent research that my horrific experience at Deaconess Medical Center Spokane, WA and NIBH in 

Coeur d Alene, ID is an example of such organized satanic network with such political/satanic 

ties/(secure phone line) and is why in my extensive efforts these incredibly wicked people all still remain 

free - the satanists don't only infiltrate to control governments, central banks, but have minions in fields 

of sciences, medicine, education, media and police powers such that even if and when citizens try to 

report such horrific crimes like what I went through, other satanists such down investigations and 



righteous efforts to stop them; it's NOT a theory, satanists are far more organized and in more location 

than the public realize and are a REAL AND PRESENT DANGER to the rest of humanity!)   

 

I suppose what I'm telling the oppressed and suffering masses to do; is unite.  Realize you have the 

power by sheer numbers as long as you are in agreement.  DEPOSE THOSE WHO ARE HARMING YOU!  

What I am asking of citizens and decent authorities all over the world to do; is when there is 

WIDESPREAD CRIMES AND CORRUPTION, YOU SHOULD BE HOLDING GOVERNING AUTHORITIES 

RESPONSIBLE!  They control media and education and as such what the masses believe in general.  That 

means if you have an entire culture of rapists, robbers and murderers IT WAS BECAUSE THEY WERE 

RAISED THAT WAY!  (Governing officials corrupted indoctrination and media as I have plainly shown:  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/propaganda/528691883876442   and  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886  It was clearly 

PLANNED:  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-

america/632305113515118  and NONE OF THAT EVIL COULD HAVE BEEN ACCOMPLISHED WITHOUT 

FUNDING!  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-

corruption/517410181671279  Thus those who control the issuance of national currencies, those who 

control national policies, ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR NATIONAL CRIMES!  (It's a fundamental fact that 

Rockefeller funded UN, that is comprised of the wealthy so called elite of the world; who are responsible 

for the ongoing wars, genocides, economic oppression, starvation in the world)!  (THOSE WHO OWN 

THE MINTS ARE OBVIOUSLY NOT BENEVOLENT BUT VERY EVIL ARROGANT OPPRESSORS, OR THESE 

THINGS WOULD NOT BE HAPPENING ON EARTH!)  (mass starvation, genocides, arming raping hordes of 

demonic filth, depopulation, poisoning food, water, hygiene, medicine, air, etc.)  So I am asking those in 

authority NOT TO LISTEN TO YOUR so called superiors who tell you people like myself are "nutters" or 

"conspiracy theorists" but to THINK!  WHY AREN'T THOSE WHO RUN THE WORLD STOPPING 

GENOCIDES, INSTEAD OF FUNDING THEM?  WHY AREN'T THEY ENDING WORLD HUNGER WHEN THEY 

COULD EASILY DO SO?  WHY AREN'T THEY PROVIDING QUALITY ORGANIC FOOD, PURE WATER, CLEAN 

AIR?  WHY AREN'T THEY ARRESTING REAL CRIMINALS? WHY AREN'T THEY TEACH VIRTUES IN SCHOOLS 

INSTEAD OF VICES AND LIES?  WHY IS THE PROGRAMMING ON TELEVISION FILLED WITH DECEPTION, 

TRUTH SUPPRESSED OR AVOIDED ALTOGETHER?  Look the answers are OBVIOUS PEOPLE most all the 

world is run by the very worst, most arrogant, selfish, greedy, evil persons the world has ever known!  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-

represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883  THEY DON'T PAY LIVING WAGES ON 

PURPOSE!  They want the masses to stop breeding, they think only they and their progeny are fit to 

inhabit the world!  So they FUND ABORTIONS and other genocides and encourage you to kill each other 

in wars for their amusement and profit!  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101  MY LORD!  CITIZENS OF THE WORLD 

THEY ARE POISONING THE AIR WE BREATHE AND YOU STILL HAVEN'T UNITED AGAINST THEM!  WHAT 

WILL IT TAKE?  (Some would ask how could people be so evil and so despicable as to arbitrarily poison 

the entire world causing mass extinction events?)  LOOK AT THOSE WHO ARE RULING THE WORLD 

PEOPLE!  They are NOT the best and the brightest!  Many of them are just covered in blood and 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-corruption/517410181671279
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-corruption/517410181671279
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101


violence!  They are NOT scientists or scholars, most of them are not even intellectuals; but gangsters 

and psychopaths in suits who more often than not made their wealth through criminal activities!  These 

people fund human experimentation, even experiments on their own militaries.  They see new energy 

and technologies only with eyes to weaponize them!  We haven't had wise, intelligent, leadership of 

honor and integrity for so long in the world; most can't even imagine what it would be like!  (I'm not 

saying ALL; I'm saying from the perspective of the world bank, Rockefellers, Rothschilds, the UN 

predominantly, THEY ARE PURPOSEFULLY EXTERMINATING THE MASSES!  attempting to sterilize, 

euthanize, lower birthrates, increase death rates GLOBALLY!  So they arm one side of an issue, then the 

other and laugh as the masses kill each other; INSTEAD OF THEM FOR THEIR UNBELIEVABLE GREEDY 

ARROGANT INSANITY!   (They KNOW full well inviting muslims into Christian nations will lead to violent 

conflict because muslims have their so called "holy" book that TELLS THEM TO DO HORRIFIC ATROCITIES 

TO CHRISTIANS!  (and anyone who doesn't bow to their evil god and demonic prophet!):  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-

genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263   THEY'RE SICK!  baby raping, child abusing, 

rapists, robbers, murderers, cannibals, beastials etc.  AND IT'S ALL ENCOURAGED in their wicked korans 

and haddiths!   (I know not ALL muslims are that evil; but anyone who would actually choose to call 

themselves a muslim; after actually reading the koran cover to cover, SHOULD BE UNDER ARREST!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htshvId51UE   especially after they look at the factual history of 

islam and current atrocities being committed worldwide!)  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-calling-for-genocides-and-crimes-against-

humanit/644898718922424  SO IF YOUR LEADERS ARE ALLOWING (not even attempting to prevent or 

resist in any way) SUCH CRIMINALS INTO YOUR NATIONS, THEY ARE RESPONSIBLE!   

https://www.facebook.com/davidicke/photos/a.164527493841.118396.147823328841/1015204550224

3842/?type=1&theater 

http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2014/05/19/prince-charles-queen-elizabeth-and-pappy-bush-

are-leaders-in-child-trafficking/ 

http://www.dcclothesline.com/2014/05/23/ambassador-stevens-lived-benghazi-child-trafficking-

practices-wouldve-revealed/#more-30518 

Genocides in nations represent the most urgent threat of the worst kinds of crimes, (slaughtering people 

en masse; who have committed no crimes whatsoever) as such the true most wanted criminals on earth 

(rising to the most imperative nature for all other citizens to arrest and depose are those engaging in, 

funding, perpetrating genocides of innocent citizens) 

http://www.genocidewatch.org/images/Countries_at_Risk_Report_2012.pdf 

http://www.genocidewatch.org/images/GenocideWatch_worldmap_20april2012.pdf 

http://www.genocidewatch.org/howpreventgenocideic.html  - understanding the stages 



So whenever and wherever genocides occur; both the perpetrators and those funding it, arming it, 

and/or the presiding governments failure to act against it; are all responsible.  As such, identify the 

location and who is responsible and you have the true most wanted criminals on earth.   

The world's ACTUAL MOST WANTED CRIMINALS  (I call for citizens to arm themselves everywhere and 

arrest these persons wherever and whenever they are found):  (these are not in any particular order 

they should all be under arrest and tried for their crimes against humanity) 

All over the world any governing officials involved in poisoning our food, water, air, hygiene products, 

healthcare products etc. should be IMMEDIATELY ARRESTED! 

https://www.facebook.com/MarchAgainstMonstanto/photos/a.566016720083519.1073741828.566004

240084767/764814693537053/?type=1&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/our-creator-told-us-in-the-holy-bible-all-nations-

would-be-deceived-by-pharmaceu/511466405598990 

In America that would mean arresting all acting officials linked to monsanto and GMOs in any way and 

shutting GMOs down nationwide (and should be worldwide).  It would mean arresting virtually all acting 

officials in the FDA, especially ones with direct ties to monsanto and big pharma.  Furthermore all 

politicians linked to other recent and ongoing atrocities as will follow in this letter. 

http://eatlocalgrown.com/article/11524-the-monsanto-71-senators-who-betrayed-constituents-in-

favor-of-biotech-dollars.html 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213 

I give some obvious examples regarding genocides, corrupt and complicit leadership: 

http://www.worldaffairsjournal.org/article/forgotten-genocide-north-korea%E2%80%99s-prison-state 

http://www.genocidewatch.org/northkorea.html 

Kim Jong Un presides while his own citizens are reduced to cannibalism -  

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-26223040 

http://www.nyunews.com/2014/02/26/keffer-13/ 

http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/392610/North-Korean-reveals-cannibalism-is-common-after-

escaping-starving-state 

http://www.wnd.com/2003/04/18217/ 



http://www.wfp.org/videos/north-korea-food-aid  -  refusal of food aid to address starvation so severe 

that far too many resort to cannibalism is an indictment against the leadership of such nation  (and at 

least in part against the citizens for not deposing him/her and all responsible- so you have to ask if 

citizens are starving to death DO THEY REALLY HAVE THE MEANS TO DEPOSE THOSE RESPONSIBLE? 

imagine being so weak you can barely move, so poor that at best your weapons are whatever you can 

lay your hands on and wield; which is why I ask how far does the indictment and responsibility go?  

Ultimately who does it fall to; in order to stop genocides from continuing? 

http://atimes.com/atimes/Korea/GJ01Dg03.html - it is easy to place guilt at a leader(s) who would 

refuse donations of food to his/her own starving citizens.  Could there possibly be any rational argument 

for doing so? 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/7949785.stm 

was it refused by north korea or was it canceled to achieve political interests? 

http://tv.globalresearch.ca/2012/03/us-cuts-food-aid-north-korea-over-rocket-launch 

http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/07/why-is-the-us-withholding-food-aid-from-

starving-north-korea/259506/ 

http://nationalinterest.org/commentary/north-korea-the-food-aid-dilemma-6246 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/04/25/north-korea-food-aid_n_5212148.html 

There is obvious mutual culpability involved in this particular situation; but innocent people are 

suffering.  I still say when your people are starving to death; both the people and their leader are 

responsible and since leadership has authority and resources to effect solutions; it is an indictment 

against the leadership or government of such nations. 

For example:  a cursory examination of North Korea shows that entire nation is most densely populated 

in its natural growing regions.  The exact locations that are best suited for agricultural purposes are the 

regions that are most densely populated by far(this is a problem with many nations like Egypt along the 

Nile and the delta region)  During times of starvation; people should be encouraged to relocate OUT OF 

THE REGIONS BEST SUITED FOR GROWING FOOD and in north Korea's case  that means relocating 

citizens to the higher elevations and setting up programs to clear the smaller municipalities of structures 

in order to free up the land for agricultural purposes.  If necessary for the government to install mass 

transit from the newly populated higher elevated regions (not so suitable for high yield crops) to work in 

the lower elevations and coastal regions to radically ramp up food production for your own citizens.  

Failing to take action is dooming many to starvation and death.  The longer such needed action is 

postponed the more who will suffer.  It may not be feasible to relocate huge cities like Pyongyang; as 

such, URBAN TIERED FARMING needs to be implemented in such locations sufficient to feed the local 

populace! 

Part of the problem such nations are facing; is the unwillingness of other nations to allow immigration 

from over populated regions.  An island can become over populated and when the island becomes such, 



people starve and die; likewise an isolated country can become over populated and the same happens 

to the people.  And yes, the whole world can eventually hit critical mass  BUT the current global leaders 

instead of telling citizens to grow their own food; stop planting grass and plant gardens instead, stop 

planting shade trees along sidewalks and plant fruit and nut trees instead, stop plundering the oceans 

and restock them instead, stop clear cutting life sustaining ecologies and learn to sustainably harvest 

them instead, stop building cities out of concrete and steel and use earth instead, tiered gardens, etc.  

They should be making aquaponics, agriculture, aquaculture, mandatory in public education and 

increasing the workforce in such areas until 30% of the global population is professionally involved and 

virtually 100% personally involved at doing their best to compost, recycle, replant, resupply, grow food, 

terraform the earth, and start looking to other worlds to colonize.  HOWEVER, their solution is simply to 

kill off billions of innocent persons all over the world and they have ALREADY aggressively begun doing 

so!  Their vision is CONSTANT wars, total enslavement, mass sterilization, turning the general population 

of the world into sickly, dying slaves, decreasing life spans, decreasing birth rates, increasing death rates 

until they have a small number of slaves that they control in every way, including who breeds with who 

and how many children or what children are allowed to serve these maniacs and their arrogant progeny.  

They not only intend but basically are already implementing methods of mass sterilization and death not 

only by wars, but poisoning food, water and air and forced toxic "inoculations",  poisons in public 

"medications", and all the while feigning these things are unintentional.  Abortions are cheap, raising 

babies are expensive ON PURPOSE; it is all about population control.  Nations who don't have such 

policies they just insert widespread diseases into the populace.  The numbers of STDs documented 

today have increased more than 20 fold over just the previous generation and are steadily rising.  Fact 

are facts; people whether married or not enjoy sex.  They always have and looks like they always will; as 

such, the whole world needs to focus on real solutions THAT DO NOT INCLUDE MURDERING MILLIONS 

TO BILLIONS OF INNOCENT CITIZENS, OR STARTING WARS, OR SPREADING DISEASES, OR CREATING ANY 

OF THE HELL ON EARTH THESE ARROGANT MANIACS ARE PRESENTLY DOING!   That means instead of 

criminals ruining the world; we get the best and brightest (and YES that means you'll have to find 

Bravery and Courage to depose the evil, satanic NWO as I am calling for immediately!)  It means honest 

communication between the leaders of every nation and their growing populace!  It means classes on 

family planning, it means PROPER TRUTHFUL education instead of all the brainwashing we have today all 

over the world!  It means close monitoring of all inventions submitted for patents SO THAT NO PRIVATE 

ENTITY/PERSON/Corporation/Organization can steal them and suppress them as we have today!  It 

means the public has to become aware of these issues and work to make certain the world is CLEAN, the 

world is PRODUCING potable water and nutritious food for all souls!  It means stopping the greed of the 

few from devastating the world for the many.  (It means recognizing that each soul on earth deserves 

the right to have food, clothes, shelter and a legitimate opportunity to own a specified size of land fit to 

live on and grow food for themselves).  Instead of some people laying claim to whole continents in their 

unbridled GREED!   If the people of the world will not unite in such good and worthy cause making 

efforts to provide good and prosperous life for all souls willing to work honestly; then mankind is 

doomed.  Either the people of the world will face the evil upon us by a few very evil persons who are the 

most selfish and greedy persons in the entire history of mankind; and aggressively address all these 

issues we are facing by returning to our Creator and Instructions to Live By or you will be headed to wars 

over food and water, and eventually descend into the hellish darkness of cannibalism and worse.  It is 



INSANE to let the few slaughter; torture and slaughter millions to billions of innocent citizens.  It is 

WRONG not to tell the people all over the world the reason they are doing so.  It is pure stupidity for the 

citizens of the world not to FACE THESE FACTS RIGHT NOW!  Depose the evil so called greedy rulers of 

the world; their "solution" is a most untenable one!  They should be ashamed of themselves!  And in 

eternity they will be if they don't immediately repent!  Clean up the oceans, cross over to clean energy 

techs worldwide, make entire careers dedicated to composting all organic waste, and recycling materials 

working to achieve virtually 100% in that regard.  Do away with all toxins in food, air, water, cosmetics, 

hygiene, medications, etc. (work to achieve it; think positively; never say "impossible")  crossover from 

archaic fossil fuel burning engines for machinery to solar boosted hydro electric and get rid of the 

greedy few who have a choke hold on energy for the nations; it can become a global network of publicly 

maintained resource!  (and should be)  The Sahara desert has enough low density regions and all along 

the equator as to build 21st century solar collectors and concentrators and models of tiered produce for 

living structures and it should be done.  See my videos:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSVR9UoYt0o,   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMLgTXkpkcg,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27jvDBN35Lw,  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFSUcg9Wq0A 

As long as governments all over the world are honest with citizens about population issues; the people 

can decide how to address them.  If everyone followed the instructions of our Creator, we would have 

responsible families of one man and one woman intelligently and responsibly raising their children.  If 

we all lived according to His Wise Instructions in the Holy Bible; it is certain that the world would provide 

for its inhabitants; AND if that were the case; our Creator would most definitely give mankind the 

knowledge how to colonize other worlds!  We live in a VAST universe; it is VISIONLESS persons who 

would choose to murder millions and billions of citizens; instead of looking forward to space exploration 

and colonization.  But it is hardly likely our Creator will allow mankind to do so; if they refuse to learn to 

LIVE righteously and wisely together on the world we presently find ourselves. 

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/may/27/north-korea-in-360-degrees-panoramic-views-of-

pyongyang - when you look at the city, you can't tell any of the horrors reported about the prison camps 

or other regions of starvation in north Korea.  But you can see miles of trees along the sidewalks and 

roads; none of which appear to be fruit or nut producing.  In fact cities all over the world blanket the 

ground with concrete and steel and what few plants they put in the ground in those regions are not 

choices for sustaining human life!  Why not? afraid, poor, hungry citizens might benefit? concerned your 

population is so well fed they won't bother with harvesting? Afraid of creating more jobs and helping 

the economy to maintain them?  Or are those in charge so concerned with CONTROLLING everyone else, 

that they want to control their food and water more strictly?  So GREEDY and SELFISH they just can't 

envision a culture of life, peace, and affable prosperity for all? 

BOTTOM LINE - if a nation does not want to be politically accountable to other nations, THEY MUST 

PROVIDE FOOD AND POTABLE WATER FOR THEIR OWN CITIZENS; failure to do so is a mutual indictment 

against the citizens for not taking actions to grow their own food themselves; with the greater 

responsibility falling upon the leadership/government, who has the means to designate programs and 

sufficient land mass for food production.  Far too many nations are allowing themselves to be controlled 



too easily by the satanic NWO.  Granted it is difficult for them to stand up to the UN security council 

which is the militant arm of the NWO.  Fortunately, the superpowers are not in 100% agreement on all 

agendas or the rest of the world would be in very bad shape.  The three city states have far too much 

influence in international policy making through control of finance, religion, and militant might.  If 

nations desire freedom from the satanic NWO agendas as a whole; they must unite against those three 

city states and break free from all satanic (manmade, deceptive religions created to control the masses 

by the few) - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-the-

one-true-god-of-all-creation-part-2/633572213388408  note that secular humanism/atheism is also a 

satanic religion.  Any worldview implemented by the state that places themselves between you and the 

Creator is an overt attempt of arrogant persons to control you.  There is only one legitimate government 

in all the Universe and that is under the One True God, our Creator, Lord, Savior, Maker as He holds the 

Highest Titles in Truth over all His Creation.  Everything else that leads away from knowing Him and 

communicating directly with Him has its origin in satanic deception.  (mankind can break free of the 

spiritual deceptions of satanil simply by repenting of all wicked ways, evil of any and all kinds and calling 

upon the One True God to transform them into righteous beings that Love His Virtues as much as He 

does.  Call therefore upon Christ now; for He alone has the Power to Set and Keep you Free from all 

satanic deceptions!   http://biblehub.com/john/8-36.htm  and   http://biblehub.com/jude/1-24.htm  and  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/saved-by-grace/584215104990786  Once every 

man woman and child is free from all the satanic deceptions, the satanic NWO will fail entirely; so this is 

supremely important and I encourage all souls to fervently seek to know the ONE TRUE GOD most 

earnestly until they know with all that they are that they are in direct communication with our Creator, 

the Lord of the Universe, the One True GOD!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/are-

you-a-christian/532952590117038 

Then once you are empowered by our Creator and have no fear of "death" which is just the setting aside 

the clay that your spirit abides in; and letting your spirit fly Home to Him who gave it; if so be that you 

truly Love our Creator, then you will be able to face the other two main power structures of the satanic 

NWO bravely.  Each nation can break away from the world back by minting their own national currency; 

but when you do; understand that the existing power mongers of the world bank wield their current 

militant might of mercenaries that for the most part don't even realize they are mercenaries of very evil 

and wicked persons.  (national militaries are comprised mostly of poor citizens who really don't even 

know where money or currency actually originates or who they ultimately are servicing).  The satanic 

bloodlines have infiltrated most nations on earth and taken over the mints; as such they have unlimited 

wealth because they generate bank credits electronically and mint as much paper as they desire for 

themselves and their evil agendas.  They force everyone else to work for the money they get free, as 

such they buy up political leaders with bribes, corporations, farms, huge land masses, aquifers, etc. all 

over the world.  As long as the rest of the world leaves such families in control of the mints nations that 

try to assert their national freedom from them will face national militaries that they control.  The masses 

of the world have to ask themselves anytime war is declared by the wealthy corrupt so called elite; if in 

fact that war is manufactured solely to make such persons more powerful at the expense of the 

innocent poor citizens who will bleed and die or if that war is in fact in their own interests.  Thus if 

citizens become enlightened by Christ; they will only fight raping, robbing, murdering, lawless evil doers; 



not other poor people being used by wealthy people to protect their financial interests.  The whole 

world can break away from the world bank simply by every nation taking back their right to mint their 

own currency and arresting those wicked persons who infiltrated and oppressed them.  It is super easy 

for the evil, greedy, corrupt families to cause depressions and recessions.  It can be done in so many 

ways.  Because they control all the mints all over the world; any nation they want to crush; they just 

devalue that currency.  (print lots and lots of play money until it becomes worthless, runaway inflation 

occurs on real property and goods as a result; then they call the loans) citizens who can't pay are evicted 

from their homes and the banksters gain all kinds of real land mass and assets, the savings of lifetimes of 

millions of people all by design.  In addition they can devastate any nation, by controlled indoctrination 

and propaganda, drugs and other distractions that actually cause brain damage to the poor masses such 

that even when their lives are under attack in all these ways, they fail to realize it (as at present).  So the 

targeted nation, loses skilled workers by design, excessive taxation occurs to drive manufacturing to 

even poorer starving slaves elsewhere on earth and the targeted nation thereby has no jobs, no goods 

or services, and the plundering of its natural resources then begin in earnest (as what is happening to 

America right now).  If people are asking who are these greedy crooks devastating nations and lives at 

will; all they have to do is list the wealthiest families on earth.  Those that own the mints are responsible 

for the oppression of the masses.  The masses could alleviate their suffering virtually instantly by taking 

back control of the mints in their nation and resisting any militant might that comes against them for 

doing so.  I cover more of the satanic NWO in detail in my notes:  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-

represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883  and  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-the-one-true-god-

of-all-creation-part-2/633572213388408  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/propaganda/528691883876442  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-corruption/517410181671279  and  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/police-state-

prison-big-business-modern-slavery-by-design/619672408111722 

 

UNDERSTAND THAT PEOPLE MUST FIRST SEEK OUR CREATOR TO KNOW HIM AND ALLOW HIM TO 

EMPOWER YOU TO SPIRITUALLY BREAK FREE FROM THE DARKNESS THAT HAS PUT THIS ALL IN PLACE 

OR YOU WILL NOT BE SUCCESSFUL IN OVERTHROWING THE WICKED RULERS WHO ARE CAUSING SO 

MANY TO SUFFER AND DIE PRESENTLY (or if you succeed chances are you will only be replacing one 

greedy war monger with another).   

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152676322398868&set=a.10151488704213868.585115.

45413563867&type=1&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/false-flags-lies-deceptions-terrorist-attacks-to-

engender-desired-public-respons/616178701794426 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuinaIm-kd4 

The institution of government is not evil, money is not evil, weapons are not evil, media is not evil, 

schools are not evil,  ALL THOSE THINGS ARE JUST TOOLS, but very evil people are now wielding them 

against the impoverished and oppressed masses on earth!  Those tools can BENEFIT CITIZENS when 

Righteous and Honorable, Wise persons use them or they can harm and even kill citizens when selfish, 

greedy, corrupt persons use them for their evil agendas; as my notes, history and current events plainly 

show.  ONCE CHRIST IS IN EVERY SOUL then you will never again have selfish, greedy psychopaths doing 

the evil things they are today against so many suffering all over the world; enslaved and oppressed by 

them.  YOUR QUALITY OF LIFE is DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY WHO CONTROLS THOSE TOOLS!  as such, you 

MUST make sure they are persons of the highest levels of integrity and honor!  (people who KNOW our 

Creator and are filled with His Holy Spirit!) or you will just be replacing one oppressor with another.  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-and-restore-freedom/550796821665948  and  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/solutions/516489485096682 

But whenever horrific atrocities occur anywhere on earth, we must ask ourselves how far does that 

indictment go?  Let us continue to examine genocides all over the world: 

Sudan - http://cnsnews.com/news/article/terence-p-jeffrey/sudan-us-citizens-wife-sentenced-death-

christianity-freedom-choice  -  they arrest and sentence people to death merely for declaring that they 

choose to adhere to a truly righteous and peaceful worldview and then boldly LIE claiming that even 

though they do such things in the name of islam; that freedom of choice is their cornerstone.  

http://www.thereligionofpeace.com/quran/011-taqiyya.htm  and  

http://www.meforum.org/2538/taqiyya-islam-rules-of-war  Currently, sharia/islamic nations hold the 

highest propensities of genocides; along with atheistic regimes (which as I point out in 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-the-one-true-god-

of-all-creation-part-2/633572213388408 are linked to planned satanic deceptions; as the devil(s) are 

murderers and liars; which are chief characteristics surrounding genocides - 

http://biblehub.com/john/8-44.htm) 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-14095300 

http://endgenocide.org/conflict-areas/south-sudan/ 

http://www.unitedhumanrights.org/genocide/genocide-in-sudan.htm 

http://www.24hoursfordarfur.org/ 

http://savedarfur.org/ 

http://standnow.org/learn 

http://maskofanarchy.blogspot.com/2007/02/coke-ignores-genocide-in-darfur.html 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/24/world/africa/24sudan.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 



Here we have a situation that shows nations cave to atrocities as long as oil and money is involved.  

(Happens far too often all over the world).  Wars are justified over oil (personal greed of wealthy 

persons who manipulate the poor masses to go fight in their evil schemes - the ruling elite get richer at 

the expense of the exploited poor citizens on earth; at the expense of their lives).  So some nations 

trying to stop the genocide impose sanctions; while other nations fund it.  As long as the wealthy get 

their cut, the slaughter continues.  Unless there is enough of a public outrage it will continue until those 

responsible are deposed either internally by revolution or externally by the international intervention of 

open war.  (At other times, the existing regime is toppled by infiltration; but it usually takes considerable 

time with that method; and during genocides that can mean millions suffer and die; unnecessarily while 

the rest of the world allows it to happen).  

Part of my personal agenda/intent is to free America and civilized nations (and eventually the whole 

world) from the evil of islam and their wicked tendencies of unprovoked atrocities, human rights 

violations and genocides, by FREEING US and all who want to be FREE from such wickedness; from 

dependence upon such horrific regimes and evil governments.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=433980606747206&set=a.347167375428530.1073741829.

300455573433044&type=1&theater   To do so requires a universal crossover from petrol products and 

OIL in general (or at least a vast reduction such that no imports are necessary from islamic governments 

or any genocidal regimes anywhere on earth; freeing the world to take actions as necessary to stop the 

madness and massacres.  By crossover, I mean refitting all transit with hydro-electric or similar 21st 

century modern alternative.  And implementing new energy sources that are virtually completely 

independent of fossil fuels. IT CAN BE DONE!  It MUST be done!  That way any wealthy 

person/entities/owners and managers of such entities in charge of such operations/governments, 

corporations, organizations etc.  intentionally funding such genocides can be held responsible with the 

perpetrators!  (as they SHOULD be)!    NO MORE BOWING OR KOWTOWING TO EVIL NATIONS/PERSONS 

IN GOVERNMENTS ANYWHERE ON EARTH!   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/solutions/516489485096682  America, can make virtually all products that oil can by growing 

hemp.  (and we still have massive reserves in various locations -  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZFO1tq5OeI)  Bottom line is we have HUGE technological 

advancements in energy, transit, in virtually ALL areas that are not being implemented due to poor 

leadership and an improper vision for the future of humanity.  Too many are focused on death and 

destruction, global depopulation; instead of life and construction, viable solutions for our world and to 

colonizing many worlds to come.  (Help me either depose the existing corruption and implement 21st 

century advancements; or help me change their minds and stop funding programs of death and 

destruction worldwide) -  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-

or-accident/544721958940101 

Whoever controls the WORLD BANK, whoever is a member of the IMF, whoever oversees each national 

central bank that is loyal to those in control of the WORLD BANK; must find themselves under 

immediate arrest worldwide!  Their ties to controlling media broken!  Their ties to forced indoctrination 

forever prevented!  We must maintain as a free people all over the world free objective press as much 

as possible!  Only when the people of the world come out of every form of satanic oppression, will they 



experience true freedom!  Unfortunately, it appears that once again we must FIGHT for such freedom by 

any and all means available to us from the insanity of these wicked persons!  Let the poor all over the 

world STOP FIGHTING EACH OTHER and UNITE to DEPOSE the madness leading the world into global 

annihilation!  ARREST THOSE GREEDY PERVERSE FAMILIES WHO HAVE BEEN OPPRESSING THE MASSES 

FOR GENERATIONS!  And arrest their slave minions who have carried out their insanity, false flags, global 

poisoning, GMOs, etc.  ARREST ALL PERSONS WHO ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ATTACKS ON YOUR LIVES!  

STOP THEM ALL BY ANY AVAILABLE MEANS BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!   Every day that passes while these 

wicked, psychopaths remain in power the danger increases for the global populace! 

islam is one of the most obvious satanic influences in the world today, their atrocities and human rights 

violations are notorious all over the world; therefore any leadership of such nations and people rise 

immediately to the top of the list of the global most wanted.  That most definitely includes the enemy 

infiltrator obama and his muslim terrorist administrators, along with all the terrorist training camps in 

operation in the USA and all over the world at present.  His crimes against humanity are so notorious 

that it warrants the arrests of all the executive, legislative and judicial body that has not attempted to 

arrest, impeach and try him for his many crimes.  If he actually was an American citizen, he would 

epitomize the term of traitor; but since he is only an enemy infiltrator, he needs to be deposed by force 

at once; along with all who funded him and all who allowed him to remain in office while he committed 

his numerous offenses to date.  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-

been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689 and  (THE WARNING; IF IT 

FAILS TO SHOW IS COVERED REDUNDANTLY)  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-

planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118  

The previous treasonous, mass-murdering Bush administration   

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=the%20crimes%20of%20the%20bush%20administration%20911   (Bush family fortune is 

treasonous and corrupt throughout) also needs to be arrested for their crimes against humanity:  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/false-flags-lies-deceptions-terrorist-attacks-to-

engender-desired-public-respons/616178701794426  not just 911 but many crimes against humanity 

and their close link to the satanic NWO put the entire family in need of arrest; their assets seized and 

distributed as much as possible to their many victims.   Not just the Bush family but ALL involved in 

perpetrating 911 need to be arrested and tried for their crimes against humanity.   

http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/bush-family-fortunes/ 

http://prorev.com/bush2.htm 

http://www.communitycurrency.org/BushCrimeFamily.html 

http://www.rense.com/general42/bshnazi.htm 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-planned-demoralization-of-america/632305113515118


https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=the%20Bush%20family%20fortune%20and%20crimes%20against%20humanity 

The Bush family close association with the Rockefellers, close association with the Central and World 

Banks respectively (Rothschilds, Morgans, and so called royals all over the world)  These persons control 

the wealth of the world, they have been socially engineering the world; they think of everyone else 

outside the satanic bloodlines as inferior beasts and have begun depopulation they call culling the herd.   

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=culling+in+the+talmud 

Understand it is foolish to discard knowledge to support your own confirmation bias and it is dangerous 

to your own life in some cases http://biblehub.com/proverbs/18-13.htm and I love Jesus the Christ far 

too much to let anyone think that this person is Christian or likes America.  obama is worse, but I cannot 

remain silent as people mistakenly think this mass murderer is a Christian. 911 was clearly a false flag 

operation and this family is friends with the bin ladens 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+family+friends+with+bin+laden+family&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS5

35US535&oq=bush+family+friends+wit&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0.7287j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&

es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 there is no doubt 911 had to be carried out with his foreknowledge 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+had+advanced+knowledge+of+9-

11&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=bush+had+&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0l5.4181j0j8&sourceid=chrom

e&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 and involved US hi-tech weaponry; not just planes 

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=judy+wood+where+did+the+towers+go&sm=1 the 

bush family has a long history of fascism ties 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+and+the+nazis&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=bush+and

+the+nazis&aqs=chrome..69i57j0.3364j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 and ties 

to the satanic NWO 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+and+the+nazis&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=bush+and

+the+nazis&aqs=chrome..69i57j0.3364j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-

8#es_sm=93&espv=210&q=bush+and+the+NWO he and his family are NOT Christian; they love money; 

so much so, they not only do and fund great evil on the planet 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+and+the+nazis&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=bush+and

+the+nazis&aqs=chrome..69i57j0.3364j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-

8#es_sm=93&espv=210&q=bush+and+depopulation but even have vested in controlling fresh water 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+and+the+nazis&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=bush+and

+the+nazis&aqs=chrome..69i57j0.3364j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-

8#es_sm=93&espv=210&q=bush+buys+land+in+paraguay+water There is one thing for certain that Bush 

is NOT a Christian or an American Patriot!  

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+warned+bin+laden+family+to+leave&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535

US535&oq=bush+warned+bin+laden+family+to+leave&aqs=chrome..69i57.12100j0j8&sourceid=chrome

&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 and 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+warned+bin+laden+family+to+leave&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535



US535&oq=bush+warned+bin+laden+family+to+leave&aqs=chrome..69i57.12100j0j8&sourceid=chrome

&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8#es_sm=93&espv=210&q=cheney+bush+and+bin+laden+together and 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+warned+bin+laden+family+to+leave&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535

US535&oq=bush+warned+bin+laden+family+to+leave&aqs=chrome..69i57.12100j0j8&sourceid=chrome

&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-

8#es_sm=93&espv=210&q=america+practiced+911+before+it+happened and www.beyondtreason.com 

and 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bush+warned+bin+laden+family+to+leave&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535

US535&oq=bush+warned+bin+laden+family+to+leave&aqs=chrome..69i57.12100j0j8&sourceid=chrome

&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8#es_sm=93&espv=210&q=bush+and+obama+related  the masses are 

constantly deceived by the 1% so called ruling elite; whose only common interest is their GREED,  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-

corruption/517410181671279  lust for global domination and their disregard for the poor masses.  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101 

 

I can't express the seriousness and urgency enough!   YOUR LIVES ARE ALREADY UNDER ATTACK!  EVERY 

DAY THESE MANIACS REMAIN LOOSE (alive anywhere on earth) THE DANGER TO YOU AND YOUR 

CHILDREN INCREASES!   They all must be arrested all over the world wherever they go to hide!  Tried for 

their many crimes against humanity and publicly executed as a permanent message to any and all 

persons who ever might be tempted to harbor such delusions of grandeur and insanity in counting the 

lives of billions of people as nothing!   

 

Understand that in recent history, most all politicians operating in ANY nations that have a central bank, 

under the WORLD BANK, have kissed the ring of the devil himself; so to speak.  THEY ARE ALL (virtually 

all politicians have accepted their funding from the very malevolent persons who do NOT have the 

public's best interests in mind or especially in their black hearts and wicked souls)  bowing to, 

kowtowing to, selling their souls to the satanic NWO!  Any sell out puppet of the NWO needs to properly 

find themselves under immediate arrest all over the world!  (the royals, the banksters and their puppet 

politicians ALL of them).  If a politician has not called for the arrests of such persons bowing to the 

central banks and ultimately the world bank THEY ARE ENEMIES of ALL FREE PERSONS WORLDWIDE!  If 

politicians are permitting poison in your food, air, medications, hygiene products and water, THEY ARE 

GUILTY of conspiracy to commit genocides!  (that goes for FDA officials, judges, etc. etc.)!   

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213   The 

people must unite immediately and depose them all;  THEN in the early stages of whoever takes over 

managing public resources for the benefit of the public (national currencies) THEY MUST BE CLOSELY 

PUBLICLY MONITORED and if they follow in the same steps as the insane maniacs currently attempting 

to destroy our world and billions of lives in it; likewise swiftly deposed!  Society MUST hold public 

officials accountable for their crimes or they will become insanely corrupt as they are this day!  You 



MUST raise children to esteem honor and integrity as if not only their lives depended on it, but their 

everlasting destinies;  BECAUSE IT DOES!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/teach-the-children-truth-teach-them-

well/515687638510200 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-we-all-need-instructions-from-our-creator-to-

live-by/533444303401200 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/solutions/516489485096682 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-and-restore-freedom/550796821665948 

Anyone who seriously researches will see the drugs (both legal and illegal) are allowed to be distributed 

to society because they are toxic!  A doped up, "dumbed down" society of oblivious partiers don't even 

realize what is going on in the world.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VllwRgSECcw  In other 

words, I am saying that political puppets operating under the satanic bloodlines that control the banks 

and just about everything else in so called modern civilizations in our world, you will find ties to 

presidents, and governing officials DISTRIBUTING, GROWING, MANUFACTURING both illegal and legal 

substances!  These things don't come into nations by the tons without governing officials knowledge!  

Furthermore, any that might slip through if actually caught are NOT punished for "illegality" or 

"humanitarian" reasons but because they attempted to operate without paying off the greedy kingpins 

(corrupt governments).  Some do slip through for awhile by bribing lower governing officials, law 

enforcement and judges, but the large operations of who ocean liners in transit to private ports all over 

the world are most definitely because of corrupt officials in governments globally.  The "war on drugs" is 

just another one of their schemes to keep the population down by incarcerating people by the millions 

to prevent breeding and to enable them to profit off modern slave labor. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/police-state-prison-big-business-modern-slavery-

by-design/619672408111722 

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=us%20military%20and%20global%20distribution%20of%20heroin 

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=clinton+cocaine-smuggling 

lifers in the CIA, (paid minions of the satanic NWO), instigate wars, subvert whole populations, establish 

plans of the banksters (satanic families) to spread their control by puppet governments under central 

banks, grow, manufacture and distribute drugs as one of their black ops research projects concluded 

doped populations can be easily controlled and or remain oblivious to the satanic NWO enslavement 

and depopulation agendas leveled successfully against billions all over the world this day.   



https://www.google.com/search?q=us+government+involved+in+drug+trafficking&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS

535US535&oq=us+government+involved+in+drug+trafficking&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&e

s_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

https://www.google.com/search?q=royals+involved+in+drug+trafficking&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535

&oq=royals+involved+in+drug+trafficking&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  

-  as anyone can see, I am not making wild allegations; just statements of facts showing that for the most 

part the whole world is presently suffering under very greedy, corrupt criminals.  People might then 

conclude it has been like this for some time and so no big deal; and choose to remain a silent, compliant 

slave as your quality of life declines until you are dying homeless in the streets, but these persons today 

have taken their insanity to far more serious levels.  They are presently setting things in motion that 

have the very real potential of leading to runaway global extinction events!  (and the suffering and 

deaths of not just millions but billions all over the world)  I would not be putting my own life on the line, 

if I was not firmly convinced of the need right NOW for the oppressed citizens of the world to UNITE 

against these maniacs and depose them at once! 

https://www.google.com/search?q=mass+animal+die+offs+around+the+world&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535

US535&oq=mass+animal+die+offs+around+the+world&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chrome&es_sm=

93&ie=UTF-8#q=mass+animal+die+offs+around+the+world&tbm=vid 

The intentional poisoning of our atmosphere (regardless of the feigned ignorance or reasons any 

persons doing so would espouse in a vain attempt at justification)  IS INSANE!  It is causing all kinds of 

issues with ecologies all over the world and mass millions have already become chronically ill or have 

died! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-by-verse/625795230832773 

Any persons perpetrating the operations of the private central banks at the highest levels are 

KNOWINGLY and INTENTIONALLY participating in the enslavement and attacks on the lives of the 

masses worldwide!    http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-

corruption/517410181671279 

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=more+dangerous+than+standing+armies   WHOEVER said it is RIGHT! 

"I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies. If the 

American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency, first by inflation, then 

by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around will deprive the people of all property 

until their children wake-up homeless on the continent their fathers conquered. The issuing power 

should be taken from the banks and restored to the people, to whom it properly belongs."  and 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-corruption/517410181671279
http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-corruption/517410181671279


"A private central bank issuing the public currency is a greater menace to the liberties of the people than 

a standing army." We must not let our rulers load us with perpetual debt." 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/conspiracy-theories-or-plain-

truth/662377083841254 

The real "MOST WANTED" list is All persons, families with close ties to the royals, the banksters, the 

satanic bloodlines!   http://theyrule.net/drupal/map_917  They ALL (political sell-out puppets  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=785713498129800&set=a.190167221017767.44131.186

219261412563&type=1&theater, persons with direct oversight of private central bank operations, 

mind control drug manufacturing, distributing, poisoning of food and water supplies, toxic spraying of 

our atmosphere, etc. etc.) should properly find themselves under immediate arrest; if the rest of the 

world not only desires freedom; but DESIRES TO LIVE!  I'M SERIOUS!  I am NOT using inflammatory 

language for some devious cause!  YOUR LIVES ARE NOT ONLY ALREADY UNDER ATTACK IN MANY 

WAYS, but it is growing worse day by day; every moment these persons remain loose on earth!  Each 

nation must unite and take control of their own currencies RIGHT NOW!  And such nations that do; do 

their best to arrest all those of the world bank and depose them!  Citizens will need to replace all the 

corrupt so called leaders with persons of the highest honor and integrity who will focus on LIFE, on 

cleaning up the air, land and seas; on infrastructure!   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/solutions/516489485096682   But all the satanic bloodlines all over the world and all who 

have served their interests of global enslavement and depopulation must be arrested and if I had my 

way publicly executed and recorded for posterity to be mandatory part of education of children as a 

lesson never to become so greedy, so corrupt, so arrogant and so insanely genocidal toward others! 

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=the%20satanic%20bloodlines%20and%20their%20political%20associates 

http://www.centralbanksguide.com/central+banks+list/ 

https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=who+are+the+trillionaires+in+the+world 

(Those who print money/issue currency/credits have UNLIMITED wealth -thus terms billionaires, 

trillionaires, etc. is inappropriate)  They use their play money strictly as a tool to control everyone else!  

BUT IF YOU FOLLOW THE MONEY AND SEE WHAT THESE PERSONS ARE DOING WITH IT; you will agree 

with me that they must be arrested at once!   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/conspiracy-theories-or-plain-truth/662377083841254 

Genocides all over the world (regardless of what form satanism takes, murder, mass murder, genocides 

are all linked to one or another form of satanism - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-

all/554580804620883)  Examine the common satanic/viceful traits of the so called royals of the world, 



so called ruling elite very carefully; THEY ARE OBVIOUSLY THE MOST PERVERSE, CORRUPT CRIMINALS 

ON THE PLANET!   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-

the-one-true-god-of-all-creation-part-3/656129924465970    Any governing officials promoting or 

allowing any of these satanic worldviews to operate in their nations rise to the top of the list of "MOST 

WANTED"; because ALL those world views provably lead to human rights violations and genocides of 

innocent persons.   As such, genocides are welcomed at present by the greedy despots/satanists in 

control of the central banks because they already have enough slave minions who for their play money 

submit to their evil agendas (including global depopulation).  So the reason governments are not 

preventing genocides, but rather arming those who perpetrate such atrocities; (and then pretend as if 

they have humanitarian concerns by generating propaganda against the very genocides they created in 

the first place); is due to the fact these arrogant persons/incarnate devils consider the citizens of the 

world as lower than cattle that must be managed and upon occasion like the present day, slaughtered to 

prevent over grazing of the world.  https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=the%20great%20culling   When the 

fools "debunking"  those of us who are desperately trying to alert the masses as to why diseases are on 

the increase (intentional design) and other policies of death and destruction; are themselves sick and 

dying or looking at open nuclear explosions then "i told you so's" will be meaningless.  PLEASE 

SERIOUSLY LOOK INTO ALL SUBJECTS RAISED IN THIS WARNING!  I AM OVERWHELMINGLY CONVINCED 

THESE TOPICS REQUIRE IMMEDIATE ATTENTION OF EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD ON THE 

PLANET!!!!!!!!   By Hegelian principles (of causing global crises and pretending to provide solutions that 

actually only cause even more problems), the psychopaths ruining the world and making life a living hell 

for mass millions and even billions of citizens; in the process, take the public eye off of themselves 

(where the public should be focused diligently, vigilantly, constantly) and sucker innocent and honorable 

persons to go face the evil they funded and instigated; in this way successfully achieving their goals of 

lowering birth rates and increasing death rates.  (just one of their many methods of 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101)    

The masses currently are being suckered by these wicked people into WWIII; the problem is that those 

of us who are aware of their ploys seem to be too few; as the mainstream media is controlled by these 

maniacs; almost entirely except for a few brave journalists that have the guts to stand up to these 

wicked persons; and alternative media is far too slow in waking the people up; so if you are reading this, 

I ask you to please do your best to sound the alarm and spread the word!  Download, copy and share my 

notes widely and freely.  I may one day make or sell things; but matters of life and death, and everlasting 

destinies are simply too important and too urgent at this time to be concerned with personal financial 

gain or solvency.   

I am personally concerned that even when I present empirical evidence, far too many have been so 

adversely affected by the evil procedures of these wicked persons (satanic NWO) that they are incapable 

of even looking at the facts or reading my notes.  But for the rest of humanity, I hope you will realize 

that sadly, their evil agenda to depopulate the world by billions now demands the rest of us to unite and 



succeed in stopping them by any and all means available!   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/the-weapons-of-our-warfare/578505248895105 

To depose the wicked rulers of the world requires people that cannot be bribed or threatened; have no 

fear of them or death.  As such I have publicly declared my intentions to arrest each and every one of 

those responsible and encourage godly, righteous, honorable, bold and courageous persons of integrity 

all over the world to do the same!   I have had unbelievers tell me this is impossible.  And I instantly 

wonder why?  Why can a few persons on earth imagine how to dominate, enslave and control everyone 

else; but the whole world, the rest of the entire global population imagine that they are powerless to 

arrest or stop such few individuals?  Then when I say, I want to end satanic worship in all the world; 

including major worldviews such as islam.   https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-

all/554580804620883  I have had people tell me how can I declare war against a billion people?  To 

which I respond, I haven't!  but a small percentage of those billion people have declared war against the 

entire rest of the global population!  Are you just going to let them slaughter billions of people on earth 

or is it FAR easier for billions of people (all the rest of us) to arrest/stop those crazed, demonic, lunatics?   

I KNOW we would all much rather be having fun in the sun; doing other things we enjoy on the planet; 

but when we have thousands, tens of thousands or even millions of people who declare GLOBAL WAR 

against all the rest of us; sadly, we have to take them seriously and are left no other rational course of 

action but to stop them from raping, robbing, pillaging, plundering, murdering; BY FORCE!  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/clarification-on-my-position-of-righteous-action-

for-these-end-times/618566991555597 

I saw possibilities for our future; one of many thousands of possibilities of my own future was that my 

physical body succumbed to the many attacks on my life; that I have already endured and/or may be 

currently facing or will face as a result of this declared intent.  My Spirit stands against all wickedness 

forever; and as such the decomposition of my mortal frame; does in no way hinder me from arresting 

satanic powers in all the universe.  I am not under any misconception whatsoever about the frailty of 

our incarnate form; but I saw that if I do indeed pass on before arresting these wicked individuals during 

my incarnation; that foolish and unlearned persons would think the powers of devils superior to the 

Power of our Omnipotent Creator; when in fact I have already survived circumstances that are 

considered IMPOSSIBLE to do!  Doctors and nurses had me tied down and intentionally administered to 

my body 3 full units of incompatible blood.  Anyone can research how just 60 ml of incompatible blood 

can kill you; but to survive 3 full units is relatively unheard of; and left untreated is considered terminal; 

and to someone like myself with WD/HH genetic trait is considered one of the slowest, most painful 

ways to die.  This was done to me in May 2004, and I know by research that no one else on record has 

survived such an event left untreated as long as I have already; though daily still in excruciating pain and 

extreme fatigue as a result.  I have done so strictly because God is Greater; By Far, and because I am 

determined that NO ONE else should EVER find themselves trusting doctors and nurses with their lives 

and instead find themselves facing laughing demoniacs/mass murderers/serial killers who ENJOY 

watching them suffer to death in agony!  (like the evil persons I encountered and are still loose simply 

because all authorities I have contacted are either already aware this is going on in hospitals all over the 



nation and the world or because they are in psychological denial so powerful they won't even consider I 

could be telling the truth and have evidence to prove it!  Some actually threatened me if I even 

attempted to submit evidence of my allegations.)  I say this so that whether I have years ahead of me in 

my incarnate journey or only days; that others will not think devils or the satanic NWO can't be stopped; 

when it easily can; simply by determined persons all over the world uniting against them and deposing 

the wicked, selfish, greedy, arrogant persons responsible for their suffering, deaths and oppression now 

worldwide.  YES! YOU/WE CAN!  and don't ever believe or let anyone tell you that you can't!  

http://biblehub.com/matthew/19-26.htm and  http://biblehub.com/philippians/4-13.htm  and  

http://biblehub.com/hebrews/11-33.htm 

Hebrews 11:33-38New International Version (NIV) 

33 who through faith conquered kingdoms, administered justice, and gained what was promised; who 

shut the mouths of lions, 34 quenched the fury of the flames, and escaped the edge of the 

sword; whose weakness was turned to strength; and who became powerful in battle and routed 

foreign armies. 35 Women received back their dead, raised to life again... 

 


